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White Wines

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE MEURSAULT
PREMIER CRU, LES CHARMES 2012

[92]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Bright light yellow. Complex, inviting nose offers scents
of peach, minerals and smoky oak. At once deep and
energetic, showing terrific inner-mouth tension to the
flavors of peach oil and brown spices. Really delivers
what the nose promises. The rising, tactile, vibrant finish
dusts the palate with spicy stone fruit and citrus flavors.
A terrific Charmes.  Sept./Oct. 2014

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE BÂTARD-
MONTRACHET GRAND CRU 2012

[17]  Jancis Robinson
Tropical and rich. Impressive. Deep, intense fruit core
and a savoury finish is more typical. Rather Fruit reliant.
January 2014

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE CORTON-
CHARLEMAGNE GRAND CRU 2012

[16.5]  Jancis Robinson
Easy and round with masses of fruit and intensity. Broad
and reasonable convincing.  December 2013

Highlights from the press – 2012 Vintage

Allen Meadows, Burghound
“2012 produced many really lovely wines that should provide for delicious drinking early on yet be capable of amply rewarding

mid-term cellaring. Moreover there is fine transparency to the wines such that the underlying terroir is very much on display.

The high levels of dry extract and relatively fine grain of the tannins combine to create seductively suave textures that avoid any

sense of heaviness as there is good freshness and sufficient acid verve to maintain the finishing balance.”

Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
“The growing season witnessed nearly every affliction known to Burgundy except for rot, which was largely prevented by the

small, well-aerated clusters, thick grape skins and north wind in the weeks leading up the harvest. The tiny crop was the key to

the high quality and richness of the 2012s, imbuing the wines with outstanding natural concentration. The best examples

possess the concentration, balance and verve to evolve slowly and gracefully in bottle over the next 12 to 20 years.”

Antonio Galloni, Vinous
“Mother Nature threw the book at Burgundy’s vignerons in 2012, with just about every kind of weather imaginable. There is

little question that overall the 2012 red Burgundies have turned out far better than initially expected. Painfully low yields

resulted in rich, luscious wines with considerable appeal. The finest wines also capture plenty of site-specificity and nuance.”

Neal Martin, The Wine Advocate
“The 2012s are generally vibrant and crisp, with freshness to spare. These were like wind-up miniature cars. Remember when

you were a kid and you wound the metal key as far as you possibly could? Remember the tension you felt in your fingertips the

split second before you let go? Tasting the 2012s from barrel was like meeting these prenatal wines at that precise moment,

before you watch the car shoot off.”



MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE SAINT-AUBIN
PREMIER CRU, LA CHATENIÈRE, 2012

[93]  Wine & Spirits
—Year’s Best White Burgundy—
A beautiful blonde chardonnay; with its perfect form, it
could stand-in for Catherine Deneuve. On the flavor side,
you might find scents of brioche, pale minerals and deep
spice. But it’s the gracious structure that’s so compelling,
the wine presenting chardonnay in its essential, pure
state.  April 2016

[89]  Burghound
A ripe nose features notes of white peach, pear, floral and
a vague hint of petrol. There is very solid concentration to
the rounded, delicious and nicely mineral-inflected
medium-bodied flavors that are blessed with good if not
truly distinguished concentration, all wrapped in a vibrant
and citrus-inflected finale.  June 2015

[88]  Wine Enthusiast
With subtle wood aging, this is a smooth wine that has
hints of toast over its delicious white and apricot fruits.
Orange zest tang gives a delicious bite and texture.  
Web Only 2015

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE MEURSAULT
VIEILLES VIGNES 2012

[91]  Wine Enthusiast
This is a rich, generous and rounded wine. The opulent
feel is balanced by a strongly mineral texture. Old vines
give concentration while also allowing for great freshness.
Web Only 2015

[88]  Burghound
A subtle hint of petrol adds breadth to the mostly white
orchard fruit, floral and soft hazelnut scents. There is
good freshness and a lovely sense of verve to the delicious
middle weight flavors that possess solid mid-palate
density before terminating in a reasonably complex but
lingering and balanced finish.  June 2015

Red Wines

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE CHAMBERTIN
GRAND CRU 2012

[92-95]  Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar
Bright red-ruby. Cooler and much more reticent on the
nose, showing a peppery topnote to the aromas of black
cherry, licorice, minerals and violet. Tightly wound and
vibrant, with terrific energy and cut but little early sweet-
ness to the peppery dark fruit flavors. This youthfully
imploded wine finishes with firm tannic spine and echoing
peppery persistence.  Jan./Feb. 2014

[92-95]  Burghound
A pungent nose of menthol and oak influence presently
dominate the otherwise cool red currant, plum and floral
scents. There is outstanding concentration and intensity to
the more mineral-inflected, bigger and more muscular
flavors that possess a velvety mouth feel on the beautifully
long and well-structured finish.  April 2014

[18.5+]  Jancis Robinson
Extremely deep crimson. Thick and sweet. Very dense
and buried.  December 2013

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE CHAMBERTIN
CLOS DE BÈZE GRAND CRU 2012

[94-96]  Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar
Bright full red. Pungent aromas of urgent crushed red
berries, pepper and wild herbs. Outstanding intensity
and lift to the flavors of dark raspberry, spices, licorice
and crushed stone. Wonderfully tactile and refined wine
with great verve and a magically light touch on the
explosive, palate-staining finish.  Jan./Feb. 2014

[92-95]  Burghound
An ultra-spicy and ripe yet elegant nose displays aromas
of various red berries, anise, clove, earth and sandal-
wood. There is a fine sense of underlying tension to the
well-detailed, intense and muscular large-scaled flavors
that possess a subtle minerality that continues onto the
graceful, stylish and classy finish.  April 2014
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[19]  Jancis Robinson
Dense ruby. Wonderful transparency. Lovely richness
and yet freshness. Real race and gorgeousness. Racy.
December 2013

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE CHARMES-
CHAMBERTIN GRAND CRU 2012

[95]  Wine Enthusiast  
—#99 Top 100 Cellar Selection Wines of 2015—
This wine shows immense power. It is dominated by
black fruits as well as signs of the 60% wood aging.
Behind, the red cherry fruits are developing along with
the lively acidity.  July, December 2015

[93]  Wine Spectator
Dense, steely and compact, showing cherry, black
currant and spice flavors. Despite the firm grip, this
remains harmonious, with a lingering, spicy aftertaste.
June 30, 2015

[92-94]  Burghound
Deep ruby. A brooding and very reserved nose features
aromas of dark berry fruit liqueur along with plenty of
earth and underbrush nuances. There is excellent pheno-
lic maturity to the supporting tannins that shape the
powerful and broad-shouldered flavors that possess
excellent mid-palate concentration along with outstand-
ing persistence  April 2014

[92-94]  Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar
Good deep red. Rather inky, cabernet-like aromas of red
berries, minerals and licorice, lifted by a floral nuance.
Densely packed and juicy, with lovely inner-mouth floral
perfume and thrust to the very ripe currant and game
flavors. Very ripe, large-scaled wine but with integrated
acidity giving the palate excellent definition. Finishes
with a firm tannic spice and terrific length.  
Jan./Feb. 2014

[18.5]  Jancis Robinson
Absolutely brilliant fruit - such incredible definition.
Fresh wild cherry and lovely floral perfume. Exotic,
luxurious feel - really shows its status. Very impressive
indeed.  January 2014

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE CLOS DE LA
ROCHE GRAND CRU 2012

[95]  Wine Enthusiast  —Cellar Selection—
A powerful and complex wine. It has concentrated black
fruits and solid tannins while also showing a beautiful
velvet texture that will develop into a sumptuous wine.
Web Only 2015

[92]  Wine Advocate
A crisp, minerally bouquet with red currant and black
currant aromas, the latter becoming stronger with aera-
tion, and underlying tertiary note developing in the glass.
The palate is medium-bodied with sappy red fruit, lightly
spiced with a grainy texture, a little savory toward the
finish. It gains harmony and distinction.  October 2015

[91]  Wine Spectator
This sports cherry and raspberry flavors, augmented by
spice and mineral accents. Firms up and grows lean on
the finish, in an athletic rather than stringy way, staying
juicy and long.  June 30, 2015

[90-92]  Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar
Deep, bright red. Reticent nose hints at blackberry and
licorice. Tightly wound and rather streamlined, showing
good cool underlying minerality. Still a bit lean on the
minerallity, spicy back end. Jan./Feb. 2014

[90]  Wine & Spirits
The compelling scent—a fragrant, high-toned purity in
the aroma—brings to mind fruit grown in limestone. Then
the wine yields little more than black smoke, a chewy
density of oak-engaged flavors that last.  October 2015

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE CLOS DE
VOUGEOT GRAND CRU 2012

[94]  Wine Enthusiast
This perfumed, smoky wine is gently wood aged and
offers layers of tannin and black cherry fruits. It is still
young and dense, dark and dry, with piercing acidity.
Web Only 2015
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[91-93]  Burghound
A beautifully well-layered nose features notes of menthol,
cassis, plum, dried flowers and earth that are trimmed in
just enough wood to notice. There is good volume and
fine mid-palate concentration to the velvety broad-shoul-
dered and muscular flavors that deliver excellent length
on the extract-rich finish.  April 2014

[91]  Wine Spectator
This round red delivers black cherry, raspberry and
candied violet aromas and flavors backed by a silky
texture. Stays firm and long on the finish.  June 30, 2015

[91]  Wine & Spirits
Dense, dark and oak-dominated, this wine is sitting in its
tannins, which are substantial. Overall, however, it feels
elegant, with a buzz to the aroma, an energy lying in
wait.  October 2015

[90-92]  Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar
Good medium red. Medicinal red cherry with an herbal
element on the nose. Juicy and tightly wound; on the
lean side today, with the herbal quality currently domi-
nating underlying fruit. Finishes with a firm tannic spine.
Jan./Feb. 2014

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE ECHEZEAUX
GRAND CRU 2012

[91-93]  Burghound
There is a touch of residual fermentation aromas, in
particular a lactic element that pushes the fruit to the
background. The big, rich and surprisingly powerful
medium-bodied flavors possess good size and weight,
especially in the context of the appellation, before termi-
nating in a delicious, persistent and well-balanced finish.
April 2014

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE LATRICIÈRES-
CHAMBERTIN GRAND CRU 2012

[17.5]  Jancis Robinson
Creamy, opulent, sweet and indulgent. Definitely fits the
bill of grand cru. Charming and expressive with a very
long and savoury finish. Very good.  January 2014

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE MAZIS-
CHAMBERTIN GRAND CRU 2012

[18.5]  Jancis Robinson
Very masculine and fine and sinewy and masculine but
impressive. Real drive.  December 2013

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE ROMANÈE-SAINT-
VIVANT GRAND CRU 2012

[19]  Jancis Robinson
Scented and lively. Lots of drive and polish and masses
of ripe fruit. So gorgeous.  December 2013

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE CHAMBOLLE-
MUSIGNY LES CHARMES PREMIER CRU 2012

[89-91] Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar
Bright medium red. High-pitched aromas of raspberry,
rose petal and licorice. At once rich and pungent, with an
easygoing character to the sweet flavors of red berries,
flowers, spices and menthol. Ripe acidity contributes to
this wine’s early appeal.  Jan./Feb. 2014

[17.5]  Jancis Robinson
Floral and aromatic with a sort of wood-varnish character
and lots of savoury fruit. Pretty rasping tannins too.
January 2014

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE GEVREY-
CHAMBERTIN PREMIER CRU, CHAMPEAUX 2012

[91-93]  Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar
Healthy medium red. High-pitched aromas of black
cherry, licorice and minerals. Juicy, sweet and nicely
delineated, with lovely inner-mouth perfume to the flavors
of black cherry, licorice, spices and herbs. Finishes with
sweet, well-buffered tannins and noteworthy energy and
lift.  Jan./Feb. 2014

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE NUITS-SAINT-
GEORGES PREMIER CRU, AUX BOUDOTS 2012

[93]  Wine Enthusiast  —Cellar Selection—
Made from 60-year-old vines this wine is both structured
and rich. It has dark tannins, with juicy and jammy plum
fruits that are layered with acidity.  Web Only 2015

[91]  Wine Spectator
A mix of cherry, raspberry, spice and iron flavors is
supported by firm but not overbearing tannins under-
neath. Balanced with echoes of fruit and spice on the
finish.  June 15, 2015

[91]  Burghound
Here the nose is comprised of various red berry fruit
aromas that enjoy added breadth on the form of dried
flowers, anise, sandalwood and pungent earth. The
attractively textured medium-bodied flavors possess fine
mid-palate density and fine volume, all wrapped in a
mouth coating, ripe and firm finish. Lovely.  April 2014
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[17 (90)]  Decanter
Soft buttery notes developing on the palate, with fine
precise fruits, almost perfumed, plus fine, tea-like
tannins. One of the most elegant wines in the portfolio.
December 2014

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE SAVIGNY-LÈS-
BEAUNE PREMIER CRU, LES MARCONNETS
2012

[93]  Wine Enthusiast
The Marconnets vineyard produces some of the most
perfumed wines in the appellation. This is typical, a
wonderful medley of juicy, fruity aromas.  
Web Only 2015

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE VOLNAY
PREMIER CRU, CLOS DE CHÊNES 2012

[91]  Burghound
An elegant, even airy nose offers up spicy and markedly
floral aromas of various wild red berries and warm earth
nuances. There is copious minerality to the highly ener-
getic and well-detailed middle weight plus flavors that
possess excellent mid-palate concentrarion as well as
impressive depth and length.  April 2014

[89-91]  Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar
Medium red. Black cherry, licorice, mint and spicy oak on
the nose. Densely packed and juicy, showing attractive
minty lift to the flavors of black cherry and bitter choco-
late. Finishes with nicely ripe, sweet tannins and good
persistence.  Jan./Feb. 2014

[16.5]  Jancis Robinson
Pale ruby. Intense and rich with lots of sweet fruit.
Round. Very easy.  December 2013

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE VOLNAY
PREMIER CRU, PITURES 2012

[93]  Wine Spectator
Fresh and full of black cherry, violet and mineral aromas
and flavors, this red is alluring and expressive, balanced
and juicy. Appealing now. Excellent length.  
October 31, 2015

[93]  Wine Enthusiast  —Cellar Selection—
This beautifully perfumed wine has rounded tannins
finely integrated into the opulent red cherry fruit. It’s
already a delicious wine, juicy and fragrant.  
Web Only 2015

[92]  Wine & Spirits
It feels youthful and lithe, with tension weaving through
the spicy red fruit, ending open and bright.  October 2015

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE VOSNE-ROMANÉE
PREMIER CRU, AUX MALCONSORTS 2012

[92-95]  Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar
Bright, full red. Sexy aromas of raspberry, mocha,
smoke, minerals and Oriental spices. A step up in
concentrations and texture, offering outstanding richness
and sweetness to the flavors of raspberry and spices.
Finishes very long, with suave, palate-coating tannins.
Jan./Feb. 2014

[91-94]  Burghound
A broad-ranging nose presents notes of various red
berries, violets, spice, wood and menthol hints. I very
much like the texture of the broad-shouldered and robust
middle weight plus flavors that are among the most struc-
tured in the entire range of 2012. Potel usually seemd to
do well with this wine and this is no exception.  
April 2014

[17.5]  Jancis Robinson
Fresh and vibrant with real undertow.  December 2013

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE CHAMBOLLE-
MUSIGNY VIEILLES VIGNES 2012

[90]  Burghound
This is both more elegant and more complex than the
Vosne with its exceptionally fresh and airy aromas of
spice, dried flowers, essence of wild red berries plus an
interesting hint of menthol. There is really lovely detail to
the more mineral-inflected medium weight flavors that
display a discreet saline character on the impressively
long finish. This is an understated but really lovely
Chambolle villages and well worth considering.  
April 2014

[87-89]  Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar
Good bright red. Cranberry and peppery herbs on the
lively nose. High-pitched, nicely delineated flavors of red
fruits and spices are complicated by dusty herbs. Finishes
with firm tannins and good length.  Jan./Feb. 2014

[16]  Jancis Robinson
Quite dark crimson. Sweet and round and a little animal.
December 2013
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MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE GEVREY-
CHAMBERTIN VIEILLES VIGNES 2012

[93]  Wine Spectator
Sleek and taut, this red has plenty of strawberry and
cherry flavors packed into a slim frame. The vibrant
structure lends definition and corrals this into a long,
grippy finish.  June 30, 2015

[92]  Wine Enthusiast
This powerful, dense wine has a good, long journey to
travel. The 20% wood aging has given a surprising
amount of toastiness to the black plum fruit and intense
acidity.  Web Only 2015

[90]  Wine & Spirits
With all the friendly, exuberant charm the 2012 vintage
could muster, this is playful, fresh and lithe. The wine’s
cherry-scented fruit and finely drawn tannins follow a
parallel direction, feeling balanced and zesty from start to
finish.  October 2014

[88-90]  Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar
Good deep medium red. Musky, inviting aromas of wild
raspberry, strawberry and blackberry. Sweet and fine-
grained, with perfumed dark fruit flavors complicated by
a gamey nuance. Very suave and aromatic village wine,
finishing with ripe tannins and good saline minerlality.
Long on personality.  Jan./Feb. 2014

[88]  Burghound
Here the nose is notably ripe if not as fresh or refined as
the Chambolle with its floral, red currant and soft sauvage
scents. There is good volume to the supple, round and
delicious middle weight flavors that also exude a discreet
minerality on the moderately firm finish.  April 2014

[16.5]  Jancis Robinson
Very nice. Appetising and lively - lip smacking.
December 2013

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE MOREY-SAINT-
DENIS VIEILLES VIGNES 2012

[93]  Wine Enthusiast  —Cellar Selection—
This wine is showing tannins and a dry, solid core. Slowly
it reveals delicious, opulent red berry fruits and concen-
trated texture.  Web Only 2015

[92]  Wine Spectator
Lush with black cherry, plum and spice flavors, this red
delivers plenty of fruit on a solid structure. Tobacco and
mineral elements add interest as this glides to a long,
spice-tinged finish.  Web Only 2015

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE NUITS-SAINT-
GEORGES VIEILLES VIGNES 2012

[90]  Wine Enthusiast
A structured wine, this is packed with tannins as well as
dark fruit and flavors from the wood aging. It is solid,
backed with a concentrated, dry aftertaste with great
potential.  Web Only 2015

[88]  Wine Spectator
Ripe with cherry and a chalky accent that lends a firm,
tactile feel on the finish. Hints of violet and wild straw-
berry add depth.  Web Only 2015

[86-88]  Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar
Good bright ruby red. Crushed dark berries, licorice and
a hint of meat on the nose. Juicy, spicy and penetrating
but a bit rustic, offerning good cut to the flavors of
crushed dark fruits and pepper. Finishes with slightly
dry-edged tannins and brisk acidity.  Jan./Feb. 2014

[16]  Jancis Robinson
Juicy fruit and quite easy and transparent. A bit dry on
the finish.  December 2013

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE SAVIGNY-LÈS-
BEAUNE VIEILLES VIGNES 2012

[90]  Wine Enthusiast
With concentration and a sense of structure, this is a solid
wine with great potential. It has firm tannins under
attractive raspberry fruits. The wine is dense.  
Web Only 2015
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MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE VOLNAY
VIEILLES VIGNES 2012

[92]  Wine Enthusiast
Generous and rounded, this wine combines the opulence
of Volnay with a strongly tannic character coming from
the old vines. Together, it’s a rich, fruit-filled wine that is
backed by a dry core and fragrant red berry acidity.  
Web Only 2015

[90]  Wine & Spirits
Distinctive, complex Volnay, packed with high-toned
spice, underlain by subtle tannins that build the volup-
tuous texture. Those wood tannins become more promi-
nent in the finish.  October 2015

[88]  Wine Spectator
Fleeting and elegant, evoking strawberry, cherry and
spice notes. Firm, even austere, on the finish.  
Web Only 2015

[88]  Burghound
An exceptionally pretty nose features notes of essence of
red berries, floral and discreet spice elements. There is an
appealing texture to the intense medium-bodied flavors
that exude a fine minerality on the delicious and lingering
if mildly austere finale.  April 2014

[86-88]  Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar
Bright red. High-toned aromas of crushed red berry, mint
and licorice. Juicy, spicy and precise, if a bit lean. Boasts
good intensity and lift, and a touch of finishing sweetness,
but there’s still a faint dry edge here.  Jan./Feb. 2014

[16.5]  Jancis Robinson
Perfumed and juicy. Tannins give a light crunch to the
finish.  January 2014

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE VOSNE-ROMANÉE
VIEILLES VIGNES 2012

[93]  Wine Enthusiast  —Cellar Selection—
With its wonderful poise between dark structure and
intensely fragrant fruit, this is firm, dry and packed with
ripe blackberry fruits.  Web Only 2015

[91]  Wine & Spirits
Dark in tone, hiding behind its tannins, this wine begins
to take on a red gloss, a delicacy, like clementine rinds.
Even as the dark red fruit emerges out of the tannins, it
still feels delicate.  October 2015

[89]  Wine Spectator
On the lean, taut side, with crisp acidity and dusty
tannins cloaking the strawberry and cherry fruit. Stays
focused and finishes long.  June 30, 2015

[88]  Burghound
An overtly spicy nose combines notes of red cherry,
anise, cinnamon and discreet earth nuances. There is
excellent density to the firmly structured medium-bodied
flavors that possess good levels of dry extract that buffers
the ripe tannic spine on the moderately complex and
persistent finish.  April 2014

[87-89]  Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar
Bright, dark red. Cool aromas of black raspberry,
pungent cranberry, smoky minerality, stone and pepper.
Rather strict and upright, with underlying minerality
currently dominating fruit. In a cooler style but with
good balance and verve.  Jan./Feb. 2014

[16.5]  Jancis Robinson
Very savoury and polished. Really racy. Long and satis-
fying.  December 2013

MAISON ROCHE DE BELLENE BOURGOGNE
PINOT NOIR VIEILLES VIGNES 2012

[88]  Wine Spectator
Mulled cherry and candied berry flavors meet up with a
smoky underbrush note in this red. Round, supple and
long. Improves with aeration.  September 30, 2015

[87]  Wine Enthusiast
This fresh wine is all about fruit. Soft tannins and attrac-
tive strawberry flavors are lightly cut with acidity.
Coming from vines between 50 and 60 years of age, it has
some extra concentration.  Web Only 2015

[87]  Burghound
An attractively fresh nose of distinctly earthy red and
dark currant aromas leads to precise, intense and utterly
delicious middle weight flavors that possess better than
average depth, length and balance for a wine at this level.
April 2014

[15]  Jancis Robinson
Basic, light, pretty simple. Balanced.  January 2014
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